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About This Game
Tactical stealth action in a post-apocalyptic settings!
Fight against the robots and reclaim the land! Attempt to survive in a post-apocalyptic wasteland, where it seems like everything
wants you dead!
Features:
Stealth Action!
Intelligent enemy AI includes visibility and audibility parameters
The use of many of the game's vehicles
Futuristic weapons and items - Frickin' Lasers, invisibility cloaking devices and holograms!

When, finally, the dust of the battle settles, who will stand victorious? Complex
intelligence, durability and brute force, or human ingenuity?
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The choice is yours.
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Title: AI: Rampage
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Sekerin Productions
Publisher:
New Reality Games
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2016
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English,Russian,Ukrainian
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ai rampage trainer. ai suite 3 rampage v extreme. rampage ai ragnarok. ai suite 3 rampage iv extreme. rampage ai lite. rampage
tamilrockers.ai. asus ai suite rampage ii extreme. asus ai suite rampage iii extreme. ai suite rampage iv extreme. ai rampage
badge. rampage ai lite download. rampage adatto ai bambini. rampage open air. ai rampage steam
I have no idea what to think.
Upon purchase and first load, My computer assumed this was malware. I reported this as soon as I could to steam, as malware is
popular on the servers because the market exists and people want to steal other folks objects. (Sad fact of steam) inb4 the insane
difficulty spikes and near unplayable gameplay. If you take too much time being methotical and strategic you will die from
wind. A global timer will kill you. Ok. Gay as hell but ok. Then the game refused to work after I closed the screen one time. I
uninstalled and did cache checks, nothing has helped. Can you guess if the developer is able to be contacted? (SPOILER:
NOPE)
On the bright side it was created and coded completely by scratch, thats a nice change of pace from lazy ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
developers who borrow used assets and force shovelware. Thats it.
It has achievements and cards. Yup.. No tutorial, O.P. robots, does the gun even reaload? I only got this because it was apart of a
20 cent bundle, avoid this game, its extremly bad.. DO NOT BUY IT FOR ANY REASON
OMG this is bad. but not just a kind of generic bad game, a truly BAD ONE.
first of all, black screen at start, (i have windows 7 ultimate), had to reinstall without av to make it start.
OP robots, almost unplayable, not even a single tutorial or explanation about the game, very bad menu and controls.
i took it only because part of a very cheap bundle
Vote 0\/10. This is a top down twin-stick stealth game in a Terminator like future where robots rule the earth and you need to
survive using stealth as your key ally. This is a good concept but the implementation falls flat.
Low effort top down pixel graphics make the game look bad. The gameplay is very, very difficult to the point that it's not really
enjoyable, even the first tutorial level is a struggle. I didn't have fun playing it so I can't recommend it.. nice graphics. nice "minitrailer". nice theme. bad game. bad menus. bad speed. bad controls. bad customizations. too slow. too hard in the beginning.
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I didn't expect anything, and I'm still let down.. I got this in a Steam Sale Bundle and at first thought, despite the reviews, the
game description sounded like my type of game. Like a tactical stealth strategy action game where you kill aliens, who doesn't
like the sound of that? However, I can't recommend this game to anyone as I'll list below in the Pros and Cons:
Pros:
\u2666 The game downloads
Cons:
\u2666 The game loads to a black screen no matter what options you choose (This is terrible as the game doesn't even work, it is
just a black screen and when you move your mouse you can hear menu options and sounds but you can't play or see what you
are clicking)
\u2666 Very Buggy (Just check the reviews and discussion page for numerous bug reports)
\u2666 The developers don't seem to care about the game (People have reported numerous bugs and no dev has repsonded or
attempted to supply a fix for any of them)
\u2666 Can't get achievements or 100% this game as game is broken (This is annoying for anyone who wants to 100% every
game)
\u2666 Developers are releasing new games instead of fixing this one (This game was released in January and is broken, yet the
developers released a new game in March... seems as though they are sweeping this one into the bin, leaving all those that paid
for it with no game)
Overal, do not buy this game as 9\/10 people including myself can't even get to the main menu. This is because despite what
options you choose, the game loads to the main menu screen with sound, except all you can see is a black screen. I have tried reinstalling, verifying cache, numerous Windows Compatibility mode settings and nothing has worked, nor has there been a
solution given by the developers. Therefore, this game is unplayable and I can strongly recommend no-one buys it.
PS: If anyone is wondering, I have more than the required hardware to run this game. I have Windows 10 (Fully Updated) with
my other PC hardware found here: http:\/\/prntscr.com\/bpxkku. I like that the menus remind me of demoscene menus for
pirated DOS games in 1994.
And that's it really.. It's ok. I can't recommend while the nuclear wind is still a thing. Basically after 5 minutes of playing nuclear
wind comes and you die. The 80s Terminator-esque aesthetic and sound design is done really well. The underlying gameplay
should be fun but it is painfully slow. I would have had more fun if the enemies were a little bit scarcer and everything moved a
bit faster. Waiting for an enemy to turn around or leave an area is super frustrating.. Not recommended, overall a frustrating
game. Robots seem to always be camping all of the bunkers, so getting started is probably the hardest part. The invisibility
doesn't seem to work that great or sometimes even at all, and outrunning the robots is not going to happen.. you want to win the
game ? then don't get out of the bunker. It is extremely difficult, I got two supply chests and then I was super giddy and then the
last supply crate took all of my lives to get back to the bunker and as I waited for it to open I got stabbed by a robot. I like the
game but I want the difficulty to not be so hard and maybe tone it down with how many robots are out at a time, because if you
screw up once all the robots will flock to where you were and that sucks when you died right besides the supplies.. Pros:
-interesting concept
Cons:
-poor graphics
-confusing controls
-hyper sensitive AI makes stealh difficult
-3 single-use abilities and finding recharges is annoying
-no replayabilityq. Dont even bother buying this or even get this game for free
Crashed at the startup screen.
uninstall and installed again with antivirus turn off.. still cant even opened the game.

worse!. Its crazy that someone would actually make a game like this and be satisfied with it.
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